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Implementing Organizations

Country Japan
Core Institution The University of Tokyo
Co-Chair (name and title) Yasushi Suto ・ Professor
Number of  Cooperating Institutions 5

Cooperating Institutions
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan,  Nagoya
University, Tohoku University, Kyoto University,
Hiroshima University
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Country USA
Core Institution California Institute of Technology
Co-Chair (name and title) Richard Ellis　・　Professor
Number of  Cooperating Institutions 1

Cooperating Institutions Princeton University

Country UK
Core Institution The University of Edinburgh
Co-Chair (name and title) John Peacock　・　Professor
Number of  Cooperating Institutions 2

Cooperating Institutions University of Portsmouth, University College London

Country
Core Institution
Co-Chair (name and title)
Number of  Cooperating Institutions
Cooperating Institutions
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Achievements in FY2007 (Self Review)

The present JSPS program, DENET (International research network for dark energy research),
 significantly contributes to establishing  international collaboration schemes in many ways. It plays an
important role for Department of Astrophysical Sciences in Princeton University to officially join the
on-going HSC (Hyper-Suprime Cam) project  of the Subaru telescope. The proposed spectroscopic
galaxy survey project between Gemini and Subaru observatories, WFMOS (Wide-field Fibre-fed Multi-
Object spectrograph) ,  starts the conceputual design study and DENET is supposed to lead the
possible collaboration especially among theoretical side. The Japanese visibility in dark energy
research is very much enhanced with the exchange of young researchers among participating
institutes which was made possible by the program.

The activities of DENET are very successful, even more than that I expected a year ago, and I am
personally very glad with what we achieved in 2007 via DENET. The successful workshops that we
oarganized include i)  an international  workshop on Cosmology with wide‐field surveys of galaxies at
University of Tokyo (June 7-8),  ii)  a public lecture by Prof. David Spergel (Princeton University) at
University of Tokyo (June 8), iii) a summer school on Dark energy in the universe at Hakone
(September 1-4), and iv)  a DENET-Royal Observatory of Edinburgh joint workshop entitled
Decrypting the Universe: Large Surveys for Cosmology at Royal Observatory of Edinburgh (October
24-26).  DENET enabled many Japanese researchers, in particular graduate students, to participate in
the workshops and to directly talk to and discuss with international experts in dark energy research.
In addition, DENET promoted the exchange of young researchers and students among University of
Portsmouth University College London Princeton University California Institute of Technology

Result of Program Implementation
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Future Plan (Measures toward Achieving Research Objectives)

Portsmouth, University College London, Princeton University, California Institute of Technology,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,  University of California, which resulted
 in a number of collaboration papers.

  Since the on-going HSC project is almost in good shape,  we are now in a position to identify
specific key projects where several Japanese reseachers act as PI's as well as joint key projects
where Princeton University takes a lead and we join as co-I's.

  We  continue to send several students to stay for a few weeks at University of Portsmouth,
University College London,  and Princeton University among others to complete on-going collaboration
papers and also to start a variety of new projects.

  Finally the role of Japanese astronomy community in the proposed WFMOS project is admittedly
ambiguous.  It is necessary to establish a core group of Japanese researchers in the project, and this
is where DENET is supposed to take a lead. For this purpose, we oragnize an international conference
on WFMOS sciences at Hawaii for May 19-21, 2008,  which will provide the most important
opportunity to critically discuss the future plan of the project among interested Japanese researchers.
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